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Copper Canyon Press, 1999. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. The
Choir I walk and I rest while the eyes of my dead look through my own, inaudible hosannas greet the
panorama charged serene and almost ultraviolet with so much witness. Holy the sea, the
palpitating membrane divided into dazzling fields and whaledark by the sun. Holy the dark, pierced
by late revelers and dawnbirds, the garbage truck suspended in shy light, the oystershell and
crushed clam of the driveway, the dahlia pressed like lotus on its open palm. Holy the handmade
and created side by side, the sapphire of their marriage, green flies and shit in condums in the
crabshell rinsed by the buzzing tide. Holy the light-- the poison ivy livid in its glare, the gypsy moths
festooning the pine barrens, the mating monarch butterflies between the chic boutiques. The
mermaids handprint on the artificial reef. Holy the we, cast in the mermaid s image, smooth crotch
of mystery and scale, inscrutable until divulged by god and sex into its gender, every touch a secret
intercourse with angels as we walk proffered and taken. Their great wings batter the air, our retinas
bloom silver spots...
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Reviews
Comprehensive guideline! Its such a good read through. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just easily could possibly get a
enjoyment of reading a composed book.
-- Lonz o Wilder ma n
Thorough guide! Its this sort of excellent read. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this publication.
-- Pr of. Lela Steuber
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